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Questions raised over police ethics
By Jason DeVine and

Jennifer Hill

UAH Fraternity Step Show
gets national recognition
S1EPpage3

Women's Studies "Takes
Liberties" in November...
WOMENpage3

Sports

Lady Chargers win home
opener against Kentucky
SOCCER paCe4

Volleyball takes a victory
over Minnesota State
LADYpaCe4

News Writers

At approximately 3 a.m.
on Sunday September 8, a 23year-old UAH student was
arrested for public intoxication, however, according to
some eyewitness accounts,
excessive force was used.
Chief of Police Charles
Gailes stated, ·Toe officers
had to make an arrest and
force was used. This event is
still under investigation."
According to witness
Luke Stephens, a group of
students were playing volleyball around 2:30 a.m. when
the Resident Director and a
Resident Advisor of Southeast Housing arrived and
asked the students to stop
playing because "there was
a noise complaint."
Eyewitness Brianna
Chambers stated, "The students refu ed to quit playing
volleyball because there were
other groups in the area who
were making much more
noi e."
According to Chambers,
UAH police officer, Sgt. Rush
arrived at the scene and ordered the students and Jake
Craft to "quit playing volleybaJJ." After an exchange of
words with Sgt. Rush, Jake

Craft said "fine" in a sarcastic tone, according to student LeAnne Purdy.
Chambers said events escalated when Sgt. Rush said
to Craft, " I dare you to say
'fine' again" and Craft responded again with, "Fine."
Then Chambers said Sgt.
Rush asked everyone to line
up and asked for Craft's identi lication and handcuffed one
of his wrists.
When Craft reached for
his identification, "Officer
Long sprayed Jake (Craft) in
the face with pepper spray

student,
Jake
Craft
allegedly sustained this bruise
as a result of being arrested for
public Intoxication by UAH
campus police on Sept. 8.

and then hit him with a baton
in the right thigh," said
Stephens. Purdy stated,
"Sgt. Rush was telling Craft

to stop resisting" and Craft
responded, 'Tm not resisting."
Craft was then success-

fully handcuffed and placed
in a UAR Police Cruiser according to Chambers.
POUCl: . . . . 9

Club information available to students

Entertainment

By Melanie Howard
News Writer
brandm@emaiLuah.edu

Big Spring Jam has big
names and local favorites
JAMpage6

Ruby TUesday's gets three
forks
FORKS pages

Confused about how to
get involved on campus?
Many new students at UAH
are having trouble finding
information on how to join
clubs and organizations on
campus.
"One girl came to the
bookstore asking ifwe had a
book that listed all the clubs
on campus," said one employee of UAH Bookstore.

Directory, which can be
picked up at University Relations or the Information Desk
in the UC.
"A Club Fair was held
during Frosh Mosh," said
Curtis, "and there won't be
another one for a while."
However, she said that
students can come to Day of
Discovery on October 19
starting at 11 :30 a.m. in the
UC. Many clubs will be
pre ent there, and members
will be available to answer
que tions, according to

Curtis.
Curtis said that the SGA
Club Link Website mentioned
above is limited in its information about the clubs, but
that SGA hopes to work on
that this year.
She said that students
may
email
her
(curtisc@emai I .uah.edu)
their information, and let her
know which clubs interest
them. She will then pass the
information along to the club,
UAHpage2

Discussion heats up over quorum
By Mike Anderson
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Cathi Curtis, Director of
Student Activities, said that
there are a few ways to get
this information about
UAH's clubs and organizations, which include academic, social, religious, and
others.
"Come by my office and
get a list, check out the web
site (http://sga.uah.edu/
signup.html), and come to
Day of Discovery," said
Curtis. She said that the list
could also be found in the
back of the UAH Telephone

SGA Co"espondent
a1ulersms@email.uah.edu
When the discussion
turned to i sues of redefining quorum, SGA Director of
External Affairs Geof Moni
took the floor over Monday
night at the House of Repreentative meeting.
Tempers flared as the
body considered two amend-

ments to the SGA Constitution. The first, designed to
redefine quorum, sparked a
bit of controver..y. "I feel that
we are applying a ~mple solution to :1 very complex problem," stated Monis.
His staunchest opposition, co-author and sponsor
of Amendment A.02-03.01
Rep. Chris Brown (Eng.), put
his full faith and confidence
in the bill. "(The Quorum

Amendment Committee)
considered several different
proposals, including one proposed by Mr. Monis, and we
unanimously chose this deci ion," said Brown during
floor discussion.
As the night wore on, a
compromise wa reached to
include the text of Amendment A.02-03.02 with the
other, and introduce them as
one constitutional amend-

ment. A.02-03.0 I originally
redefined quorum a half
plm, one of all filled seats in a
body of legislature. A.0203.02 put a time limit of two
weeks on the SGA Pre. ident
to fill empty po itions within
theSGA.
Some supporters felt,
while unnecessary legislatively, combining the amendments may have been the
SGApage3
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Picnic meets with great success
By Chris Brown
News Writer
browncl@email.uah.edu
Both the College of Engineering and the College of
Science picnics were held last
week with great success and
coo peration from Mother
Nature.
The engineering picnic
was held Wednesday, September 4, in front of the UAH
duck pond. Drs. Wyskida,
Bower, Corsetti, andAdhami
were responsible for the cooking.
" We had a really good
turnout," said Bower, "well
o ve r 400 students went
through the line."
The Eng ineering clubs

By Patrick
Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakemb134@
hotmail.com

Delta Zeta has a sisterhood retreat planned for Sep-

tember 13, which will be the first for the new members.
Delta Zeta President Leah Parker was recently e lected as
Lancer President. Molly Riley was elected Co-Chairman
of the UAH College Republican Club along with Sigma
Nu Dale Jobes.
Kappa Delta has been holding open recruitment this
week. Kappa Delta M eredith Hall was excited about the
prospect. " Kappa Delta is excited to welcome in more
potential new m embers. The past two weeks have been
filled with open-recruitment events such as bowling,
movie nights, ATO Shrimpfest, Pi Kappa Alpha M exican
Fiesta, Delta Chi volleyball and B BQ, and the Sigma Nu
BBQ. The girls would like to thank all the guys for having
us out!" Kappa Delta would also like to remind everyone
that, " National Women's Friendship Day is September
15, so the KD's would like to wish everyone a great Sunday and do a little extra for the special women in your
lives!"
Recently Alpha Tau O mega held their second annual
Shrimp Bo il. According to ATO Steve Cross, the event
was a huge success, with over thirty pounds of shrimp
eaten at the event. Alpha Tau O mega hosted their Parents Day for the parents of the Taus on September 7 in
the ATO chapter room . The Taus are also looking forward
to the ir annual toga party planned for September 13, for
which everyone dresses up in ancient Greek style. On
Septe mber 14, ATO is planning an alumni picnic.
De lta Chi sponsored an Ame rican Red Cross Blood
Drive lru.t week on September 8. President Justin Scharber
wanted to give a special thanks to everyone who helped
out. Delta Chi will be having their annual Red Death Party
on September 14.
Pi Kappa Alpha had their Disco Party last week on
Septe mber 6 at the Pike house. On September 14, the Pikes
will be holding the First Annual Pi Kappa Alpha Golf
Tournament at Sunset Landing Go lfCour e. For info on
the to urnament contact Je re my I lughes at 824-4054. The
Pikes arc also busy planning for Rajun Cajun, one of their
biggest parties. The date is set for Septe mber 21.
The nationa l representative from Sigma u Headquarter , Lawrence Saenz will be here today and tomorrow to
evaluate the Mu Beta Chapter. Tomorrow n ight, Sigma
u is having the ir fin.t party following rush on September
14 at the house, followed the next Friday night, September 20, by a post-Squeal Night party.
171en, on September 2 1, Sigma Nu has a Slip- -Slide
Mixer planned with Kappa Delta Sorority. That night, the
Snm, will rccomenc at the hou\c for their fir,t brotherhood retreat of the ,cme,tcr. Sigma u and Delta I.eta
Sorority ha\ c been preparing for one of their largest
fundrai-.er, of the }Car during Big Spring Jam. This ""ill be
the ,c1..ond year that the two organiLation, have teamed
up to make the ·•Kid, Komer·· a ~ucce,,.
Squeal ight 1, also tomorrow night, and I think that
everyone involved i, going to have a great ttme. All the
new girl a rc going to get flower, and gifts from the fraternities, and it should be a good time fi lled with c heesy
remark'>, embarra<, me nt, and plenty of wooing from the
new frate rnity pledges. Good luc k girls! You are going to
need it.

R ACROSS T HE

AMPUS ?

Acrossthe

Campus

What new campus service would you llke
to see, or what current service should go
to an extended or 24-hour schedule?

Geoffrey
Babb

Ashley
Penton

Computer Engineering
Freshman

Chemistry/Mathematics
Sophomore

" Some kind of small food joint.n

''Th_c p icnic is a great oppc..
tunity to meet students .
.
d
~
sc~ence an welcome thescie nce students to UAJt,•
said Gates.
The science-relatedch..
also saw a lot of interest_.
erated by the picnic. Bodi
1111
Chemistry club and the Bialogy c lub reported 1
11111
number of new studenb •
terested in getting involvet
Students attendina .._
picnic certainly seemed 11
enjoy themselves . ..It ••
good to see the science •
bassadors and other scieaca
people," saidJimChaloupa.
and Matt Cornwall added,
got to go through the liM
twice so I'm feeling pletly
good."

"I'd like to see a bus to move
people around because this a
large campusn

-

according to Curtis.
However, Curtis said lhlt
she can only pass aJooa illformation to chartered clubl.
Ho norariums invite SIiidents to join, and the C.
me n honorarium is Alplla
Lambda Delta, according ID
Curtis. For all other organizat io n s, Curtis recommends
that interested students 11b
the initiative. "Oon'twaitOI
them . Sometimes they get IO
busy they forget to ask," said
Curtis.
She a l o added that SGA
is ope n to everyone. Students c an ge t involved iD
other cl ubs and organi11tions through SGA, according to C urtis.
Among the benefits of
being involved arc "of coune
making frie nds to network
with an d tudy with," said
Curtis. S he also said, "Aca•
demic cl ubs are good for resumes, and they help build
leadership skills, group~
and communication :.kills."
If students cannot find •
club or organirotion that suill
them, they can start their own
with the help of SGA.

•I
I
I
I
I
I NEXT WEEK'I
I
I
:

ISSUE FOi

I

:vouR cnAI.....
Rachel

I

Vote online at ww.uahexponent.com. i
... . ·.... ..

ing from us."
F ix resp on ded saying
simply, "I know better than
that." While the burgers were
good at both pic nics, the
College of Science picnic on
Thursday, September 5 at the
UC Lawn also sported music
and door prizes.
According to Fix, who
was responsible for the cooking along with some of his
department chairs, "(The picnic) went very well, we had
at least 600 p eople come
through ."
Fix credits the Science
Ambassadors with planning
the picnic. One of these students, Amanda Gates, reports that planning for the
picnic begins in early July.

UAHfrom pep1 -

•

~

and organizations were also
out in force trying to recruit
new membership.
Steve Collins with the
Formula SAE racecar team is
looking forward to their next
competition. "We've probably got more interest now
than ever before," said
Collins, who was happy to
come away from the picnic
with a few dozen names of
interested students.
Sarah Yeldell, president of
the ASCE , was also pleased
with the turnout. "We've had
a lot of interest, and events
like this make us very visible
to the students," said Yeldell.
According to Bower, "Dr.
Fix (Dean of Science) was
here getting pointers on cook-

Izatt
.

Austin
Sonnenburg

Undecided
Freshman

Polltlcal Science
Freshman

"The bookstore. Every time I came
by it was closed.n

"!"e bookstore is the only thing

. . ·- ..... -

1 ve come for, and they won't
open."

I
I
I
I
: SPRING

I
I
I
I
I

---
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Kappa Alpha Psi Step show gains national recognition
By Heather Byland
News Editor
bylandh@email.uah.edu
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Last Wednesday, September 4, six member of the Nu
Mu chapter of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity perfonned
a special noontime Step
Show in the Univer ity Center Amphitheatre, which is
located near the entrance of
the on-campus bookstore, for
UAH students, faculty, and
staff.
"A Step Show is a choreographed type of dance
that's made for entertainment," said Jihad El-Amin, a
junior at UAH and a Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity member.
"I think a Step Show is
something people can enjoy;
it's entertainment," said John
Fowlerajuniorat UAH and a
member of the Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity. Fowler wru, one
of the six members of the fraterni ty who performed in
Wednesday's Step Show.
For those students, faculty, and staff who attended
the performance last
Wednesday, you only saw a
portion of what really goes
on at a normal Step Show.
"Also when we're steppin',
we have skits involved. It's
not just steppin'; it's entertainment," said Oartridge
Cooper a junior at UAH and
a Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
member.

"Step Shows can also be
competitions if you have
other fraternities involved,"
added Cooper. "They can
also be used to raise money
for chapters and other good
causes," said Cooper.
The members of the Nu
Mu chapter plan to provide
other fraternities on campus

with the opportunity to participate· in a Step Show.
"We're doing another show
in the Administrative Science
building in about three
weeks. This is going to be all
of the Greek organizations on
campus," said El-Amin; '"We
want all the Greek organizations to participate." Any
Greek organization interested
in participating in this Step
Show can contact Kappa Alpha P i member Jihad ElAmin.
"A good way for your
member hip intake to go up
is to perform like that (at a
Step Show)," said Fowler.
"Our biggest dream is to
have UAH as our biggest
supporter," said Fowler. 'The
people make the Step Show."
"If the crowd is not there,
then there's no show," added
Cooper.
Members of the Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity have performed Step Shows internationally. 'The chapter a a
whole has performed internationally," said Fowler.
This year, members of the
Nu Mu chapter will be performing all across the United
States. "We got invited to
UCLA to perform," said
Fowler. "We will also be performing at the University of
Texas in Austin, the University of Florida, the University
of Tennessee, and the University of Alabama during the
week leading up to the Alabama/ Au burn
football
game," said Fowler. "When
we perform in Tennessee,
we'll probably perform forat
least 5,000 people," added
Fowler.
Students can get a sneak
preview of the Step Show that
the Nu Mu members will be

performing nationally. "The
next how that will be performed here at UAH is what
will be performed nationally,"
said Fowler.
Planning and practicing
for the Step Shows requires
long hours. "2 a.m. to 3 a.m.
practices are not uncommon.
The longest anybody from
this chapter has practiced for
a Step Show is from noon to

members of Kappa Alpha
Psi

fraternity

performing

their

will

be

step

show

ac{PSS the nation this year. The
fraternity
· national

has
and

recognition

for

received
international
their

step

show. The Nu Mu chapter of
the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
was founded at UAH in 1988
by UAH professor, Dr. Wilson.

about 3 a.m.," said Fowlcr.
Planning for the Step
Shows require contributions
from the entire organization.
"Everybody in the fraternity
provides input into the Step
Shows," said Fowler.
Some of the members are
also known nationwide for
their contributions to the
Step Shows. "One of the
guys that stepped on
Wednesday is considered to
be one of the best in the nation," added Fowler.
Step Shows have been in
existence for several years.
"Step Shows came about in
the 1920 and really started
developing in the 1930s and

an opportunity to get together to bond and have joyful competition."
The Nu Mu chapter of the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
was founded at UAH on October 6, 1988. according to ElAmin. The Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity was founded on
January 5, 1911, at Indiana
University in Bloomington,
Indiana, according to Fowler.
"Dr. WilsonofWilson Hall
was responsible for thi organization being founded on
thi campus," said Cooper.

Women's Studies is ''Taking Liberties'' in November
By Sarah Fluhler
News Writer

"Taking Liberties: A Celebration of Women in the
Arts" is the second annual
fall fundraiser for UAH
Women's Studies. The event
will spotlight women's rights
and involvement in the artistic world of creativity.
Contemporary artists will
be
performing
the
"herstories" of the women
who inspired them.
Anna Sue Courtney, Artistic Director for the event,
SGA from page 1
best way to go. "ln order to
garner approval in the House,
(combining the amendments)
was necessary, but I feel that
they still address two very
different issues," said Rep.
Chris Gould (Eng.).
Morris was aJl in favor of
the combination. "We have
to consider the fact that it's
possibte one of these could

is in charge of recruiting the
performers, designing the
event and much of the behind
the scenes work.
Courtney expressed that
this women's studie event
will be an "out of the ordinary interdisciplinary collaboration".
Last year the Women's
Studies event entitled "Dig it
up! Shake it up! Lift it up!"
was very successful, drawing well over 200 attendees.
Rose Norman, UAH
Women's Studies Event Coordinator and director of fa-

cilities and publicity, said,
'This year's event will be a
similar production of last
years event which was also a
celebration of women artist."
Event sponsors include
The UAH Women's Studies
program, Women's Studies
Student
Organization
(WSSO), UAH University
Center, and UAH Humanities
Foundation.
The planning commitee
for this event consisted of the
following women: Rose
orman, Anna Sue Courtney,
Amy Curry, President of the

pass and one of them could
fail. I would hate to see the
Constitution incomplete because of that."
A motion to accept the
amendment, requiring a twothirds majority, failed in the
House I 0-8-1. The amendment can be brought up for
reconsideration in the House,
and must past both legisla-

tive branches before going
before the student body. Senate did not have quorum for
Monday night's meeting, so
therefore the issue must be
addressed next week. The
goal is to have the amendment ready for the Senate
elections in late September.

WSSO, Simone Huls, WSSO
member, Lisa Hullett, UAH library, and Sandra Shattuck,
AAMU.
"Taking Liberties" will
take place on Saturday, November2, at 8 p.m. in Robert's
Recital Hall.

r---

"Students interested in
adding their expertise to this
guerilla art event by contributing research, talent, energyorideas,pleasecontact
me, the art instigator," encouraged Courtney.
Students or facultv may

contact anyone on the planning committee for more information or special interest
in participating in this event
in any way. Contact Anna
Sue Courtney 536-5137 or
email annasu@mind pring
.com.

-----------·----------~
SURIN oFTHAILAND
I

975 Airport Road Huntsville, AL 35802
256.213.9866

Authentic Thai Restaurant
Sushi Bar and Patio
Full bar with martinj and wine list

Free Entree
Buy one and get one free
for ALL UAH Staff and students
with valid I.D.
Expires September 19, 2002

L

Equal or lesser value. Umlt $10.00 value. One coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offer. Sushi not Included.

d
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Men's Soccer
September 3 Lipscomb W 4-1
September 6 Union L 2-1
September 7 Lambuth L 1-0

UAH La dy Chargers win home
opener and drop one on the road

Upcoming Games:
September 13 Eckerd (Home) 4:30 p.m.
September 15 Mars Hill (Home) l :30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
September 6 Midway (KY) W 8-0
September 8 Auburn-Montgomery L 2-0

Upcoming Games:
September 13 St. Leo (Home) 2:00 p.m.
September 15 Tampa (Home) 4:00 p.m.

Cross Country
Upcoming Event:
September 14 UAH/ Serra Toyota Initational,
Sharon Johnston Park

Volleyball
North Dakota State Tournament
September 6 Quincy L 3-1
September 6 Mich. Tech L 3- 1
September? Minn. St. Moorhead W 3-2
September 7 North Dakota St. L 3-0

Upcoming Games:
September 17 West Georgia (Carrollton, GA)
6:00p.m.

VOICES
Contact Rhonda Mann
at
334.213.2410
for more Information

MISSION STATEMENT
Voices for Alabama's Children

By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
After dropping a couple
of tough ones in the Sunshine state during the opening weekend of the season,
the U AH Lady Charger soccer program rebounded in a
resounding way in their home
opener. Playing against Midway ( KY), the Chargers
would not let up against the
outmatched squad from Kentucky.
UAH went on to to win 80 in an impressive performance by the offense.
"Our offense wa<; sensational today against them,"
said head coach Lincoln
Ziyenge. "The energy and
aggression was there the entire afternoon for our team."
Freshman
Lindsey
Schemenaur, the 5'6 freshman from Illinois, had a sparkling home debut. She registered a hat trick and dished
out an assist on the afternoon.
Aided by the play of
UAH's offen se, the Lady
Chargers coasted to a 6-0
lead into halftime.
And in the second half,
they would collect two more
goaJs to make the finaJ count

8-0.
For the game, UAH outshot the Midway program 485. And also another unbeliev-

The following are programs of VOICES for Alabama's
Children:
Alabama Kids Count
Alabama Birth-to-Five Initiative
Bmin Train
Children's Legislative Agenda
Children\ Legislative Report
Kids and Kin Program
Leg1<,lative Advocacy
Children:s Issues Public Awarene s Campaign
RegionaJ Meetings of Child Advocate.

UAH Lady Chargers rebounded
in their home opener against
Midway

of

opening

weekend.

they

dropped

Kentucky

H

Howevfr,

a hard fought •

contest to Auburn-Montgomery
In Montgomery, AL

son.
"This is a good way to
start our home schedule,"
said Ziyenge. "Our team will
benefit greatly from the win."
Two days after the comfortable win over Midway, the
Lady Chargers dropped a

hard fought contest to Auburn-Montgomery in Montgomery, AL.
The game was dead locked at 0-0 at the end of the
first half, but the team from
the state capitol scored two
goals in the second half to

take the contest.
UAH will play against St.
Leo at home on Sept. 13 at 2
p.m. They wiII then play
against Tampa on Sept. 15 at
4p.m.

Chargers tough it out in the Dakotas
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor

To ensure a decent childhood for every Alabama child.
To accomplish this mission, VOICES for Alabama's
Children:
• researches the conditions of children in our state
• communicates those conditions to those who can
work for change
• advocates for public policy and private programs that
will improve the lives of c hildren and families, and
• build<; coalition'> to work for improvement in Alahama 's
child well-being

able stat from the game was
the scoring c hances by
Chargers. They converted on
8 of the 24 scoring chances
while Midway only had one
scoring chance.
Goalkeepers Kristin Freema n aod freshman Sarah
Sollie combi ned for the
team's first victory of the sea-

In Fargo, North Dakota,
the UAH volleyball took its
lumps again, but came out a
resilient bunch as they came
out with a victory in the tournament.

Quincy University
defeats UAH (35-33,30-28,

24-30, 30-28)
Michigan Tech defeats
UAH (26-30, 30-20, 30-24,
31-29)

St-Moorhead (32-30, 2630, 30-22, 26-30, 15-12)
North Dakota St defeats
UAH (30-14,30-23, 30-12)

UAH continu ed o n a
four-game losing streak with
setbacks to Quincy University and Michigan Tech in the
earlier rounds of North Dakota State Volleyball Classic.
Emily Miller led the Lady
Chargers with 33 kills and
Kristen Kleminsky added 26
kills. Heather Grumke led the
Chargers with 61 assists for
the day.

The Lady Charge~ ended
a four-game losing streak
with a win over Minn. St.
Moorhead, but the UAH
dropped the last game of the
tournament to the 141b ranked
Bison.
In the victory for UAH,
the Lady Chargers overcame
service errors with precision
execution on the offen,e and
defense.
The Lady Charger'> out

UAH defeats Minnesota

hit MSU-Moorhead 68-62.
Kleminsky led the way for
the Chargers 19 kills. Ent!IY
Miller pitched in with 18 kills
and 15 digs, while Megan
Healy added 13 kills aod
Kristin Henley contributed 11
kills.
NDSU took control of the
game early against UAH and
won going away.
The ,olleyoall \.\<ill ne~t
· 1n
take on West Georgia
7
Carrolton, Georgia on Sept I f
at 6 p.m. It will be the Gui
South Conference Opcne!
for the lady Chargers.
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The world has caught up
By Ronak Patel

-e

on

5

Sports Editor
ro_93@hotmail.com

The day has come; the
day has arrived for the USA
basketball team comprised of
NBA players to lose a game
to another country. It djdn' t
happen once this week, but
twice. The US team, comprised of All-stars Paul
Pierce, Andre Miller, Reggie
Miller, Elton Brand, and others dropped two straight contests to Argentina and Yugoslavia.
They won' t medal in the
World Basketball Charnpionsh i ps. The games were
played at Indianapolis, Indiana. But by watching the
games, you would think the
games were taJcing place at
another country. The crowd
seemed to be made up of
Argentineans' and Yugoslavian·.
The US team, which

I

struggled at times with their
victories over Gennany and
China earlier in the tournament, looked lackadaisical
and pathetic in their defense
rotation and in their offensive execution against Argentina and Yugoslavia. The
lone player who took over
the game for the USA squad
is Paul Pierce. But his defense and the rest of the
team's defense left a lot to
be desired.
That's in sharp contrast
to the foreign teams. They
execute, play team defense,
and are great passers from
the top of the key.
I have great admiration
for the international countries. Players such as Dirk
Nowitksi, Vlade Divac, and
Tony Parker have made their
mark in the NBA. And tal-

Baron Davis, and Reggie
Miller (who wa nursing an
sore ankle) did not play the
intense defense they needed
to and their decision-malcing
left a lot to be de ired as well.
The talent on the team was
there, but the pieces didn't
fit.
It has been JO years since
Dream Team I captivated the
world with their unselfish
play and their flamboyancy.
The US basketball teams
(there has been seven since
the first one) have gone 58-2
in 60 games. They have won

ented newcomer such a.
Emmanuel Ginobili (San Antonio Spurs) and Miko Juric
(Los Angeles Clippers) will
make their mark in the NBA
this season. So, the US players should not take countries
like Argentina and Yugoslavia for granted.
And also, the way the US
selection committee goes
about selecting the team is
wrong. This team was comprised of many different parts
and a puzzle that wouldn't fit.
The postmen were not outstanding on both sides of the
court (Elton Brand's weakness is defense, Ben
Wallace's weakness is offense, Jermaine O'Neal
doesn't have a true back-tothe-basket post game, and
Raef Lafrentz didn't get off
the bench during the tournament).
The forwards Shawn
Marion (who is a run-andjump guy), Paul Pierce, and
Michael Finley were inconsistent in their defen e rotations and in their offensive
ball movement.
And guards Andre Mi lier.

www.uahexponent.com
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their games by an average of
30 point a game.
But now, IO years later, the
international countries have
caught up.
And also, it didn't help
matters for the USA that our
best, which included Shaq,
Tim Duncan, Kobe Bryant,
Allen Iverson, and Kevin
Garnett all turned down invitations to play.
If they played, the US
team wins in a cakewalk. Even
if two of them played, they
win.
But now, what has tran-

spired in Indianapolis should
now wake up the American
ba ketball contingent.
This was an embarrassment. More embarrassing
than what occurred in 1972
(when the Soviets won the
controversial game over the
US 52-50 in the gold medal
game of the Olympics).
It's time for a change with
USA basketball. Only time
will tell now what changes
they (as in the selection committee and David Stern,
NBA's commissioner) will do.
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Attention Seniors!
Do You Think You're Going
To Graduate in Spring 2003?
Make sure you apply to graduate by OCTOBER 1.
Applications for Undergraduate Degrees are
available in Charger Central, University Center Room 118.

Don't Delay! Apply Today!
.. .
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Enterta In ment
Big Spring Jam 2002 features big
names and local home-town favorites
By Brad Smith
Entertainment Writer

There's nothing like experiencing a live theatrical performance: the spectacle, the drama, the actors flubbing
lines and crashing into each other as they forget their
stage directions. But seriously, nothing on television or
the silver screen can really compare to seeing a live theatrical event. Many have said this before, but if you don't
believe me you'll have to just go and see for yourself.
Luckily, here in Huntsville we have many opportunities (believe it or not) to see quality, professionally produced theatre from the Broadway-style shows of the
Broadway Theatre League to the many productions put
on by local community theatre organizations.
Normally, 1 would write up a preview of upcoming
pieces in separate articles, but I am dedicating this week's
column to upcoming shows that are worth attending. We'll
soon be having some fresh new writers on the staff and I
want to make sure they get lots of column space. Keep an
eye on our calendar of events for the dates and times of
the upcoming shows.
September 13-15 and 19-21, Theatre Huntsville will
present the Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman satire The
Man Who Came To Dinner. This uproarious story revolves around Sheridan Whiteside, a critic, lecturer, wit,
radio orator, and friend of the great and nearly great. Having dined at the home of the prominent Stanley family,
Whiteside slips on their doorstep and injures his hip. A
tumultuous six weeks of confinement follows, during
which Whiteside monopolizes the Stanley household.
September 19-21 and 26-28, Renaissance Theatre will
present its production of the musical comedy Tallulah
and Hattie Dead at the Pearly Gates Cafe. The play revolves around the little known fact that Tallulah Bankhead
and Hattie McDaniels were best friends. Pamela Parker,
who wrote "Second Samuel" and "A Higher Place in
Heaven" (performed at the old Theatre Round the Corner) decided to write a play about their friendship, adding
musical numbers to tie it all together. Repartee abounds,
the n:iusic shines, and the fun begins as Tallulah and Hattie
meet just outside the Pearly Gates Cafe. The catch is that
each has to do one more good deed before they can enter
into Heaven.
Not to be forgotten are our friends at The Whole Backstage Theatre in Guntersvi lie and the Princess Theatre in
Decatur, as well as upcoming hows by the Huntsville
Community Chorus, Children's Fantasy Theatre, and the
Huntsville Opera Theatre. And of course, the Broadway
Theatre League will be bringing the hit Broadway musicals Rent and Fosse in the very near future. Be sure and
grab your tickets early!
There's definitely something to be seen here in Huntsville this season. From the classics to contemporary works,
comedy to drama, mu icals, and just about everything in
between, surely you can find something out there suitable to your tastes. As always, support our community
theatre organizations by attending their shows. We should
be very thankful to have a good many of them as well as
hardworking, talented individual to produce and star in
them!
Editor's Note: Occasionally there is an exception to
the rule of great quality work in the Huntsville area. In a
recent review of Renaissance Theatre's The Boys in the
Band I neglected to add a quote from PauJ Appleman,
actor, critic, and a friend of mine who attended the show
that afternoon. The quote was "Oy!" (Followed by a slap
to the forehead.) The entertainment editor sorely regrets
this grievous mistake and lapse in judgment.

It's that time of year again.
The leaves are starting to
tum, there is football on TV,
and the sounds of children
playing in the schoolyard can
be heard, but that's not all
that can be heard. On the
weekend of September 27-29
the sweet sounds of music
will be heard in downtown
Huntsville as Big Spring Jam
2002 kicks off.
Big Spring Jam is a three
day musical festival that occurs every year in September.
Acts from every genre of
music can be found and this
year Jam is shaping up to
be the best one yet.
Names like Nickelback,
Saliva, Willie Nelson, and
Michael W. Smith will grace
six different stages over the
weekend. There will be vendors from all over the Tennessee Valley offering souvenirs,
crafts, food of all types. It
should be a fun time for the
whole family.
For all the rockers, bands
like Saliva, Default, and Filter
will provide head-banging
music, along with superstars
Nickelback, who are coming
off there multi-platinum release Silver Side Up. Also
performing on the rock genre
stages are lesser known

Nickelback is Just one of the many groups set to perform at t his year's Big Spring Jam, September

2 7- 2 9 .

bands Theory of a Dead Man,
Travesty Theory, and Average White Band.
For you Rick and Bubba
fans, the two sexiest fat men
alive will be performing with
their band Mr. Lucky. For
those fans with a more classic rock taste, legends
Lynyrd Skynyrd will perform
at the jam too.
Some local bands will get
the opportunity to share the

stage Wi'th superstars and
perhaps make their big break.
Acts like Five O'clock
Charlie, Red Clay Addiction,
and the Wayne M ills Band
wiU perform in the early evenings all weekend long.
The I 02. 1 WORM stage
will present some legends as
well as some new faces in
country music. Willie Nelson,
Montgomery Gentry.Martina
McBride will perfom1 on the

WORM stage over the weekend.
·
Some of the newer faces
in country that will be performing will be Pinmonkey,
Rebecca Lynn Howard, Trick
Pony, Tammy Cochran, and
Strings of Bluegrass. Montgomery Gentry will be promoting their new album My
Town and their latest single
of the same name.
JAM . . . 7

Swin,fa~won't make much of a splash
By Melanie Howard
Entertainment Writer
Okay, so the previews
look a little cheesy, but the
movie is actually better than
the previews. However, I am
almost certain that mo t of the
males will probably just skip
overthis one. "Swimfan" is a
teen thriller and will probably
be most popular with the
younger audiences and females.
I think the title alone may
cost the movie some viewers.
I have to ay I think the title
is inappropriate. Jfyou watch
this one, you will ee where
the movie gets its title. However, I think it deserves one a
little better.
The plot is pretty typical
of a teen thriller. Actually, it
reminds me of "Urban Legends," except set in high
school instead of college.
Ben Cronin
Jesse

Swlmtan probably won't make the must-see list of any group other than teen-thriller fans.

Brnd forct), a high school senior, has everything going
for him. He is the star of the
swim team and has the perfeet girlfriend, Amy (Shiri
Appleby). He is also a recovered dru addict who has

faced some challenges in reclaiming his life.
Everything is perfect for
Ben until a new girl, Madison
Belle (Erika Christensen),
comes to school. As Ben tries
to befriend her, he falls into

her web of seduction and indulges in a one-night stand
that he soon regrets.
At first, Madison secrns
to understand that he has a
girlfriend and that she means
7
SWIM

-
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Annual Hispanic Festival brings the crowd to its feet
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
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The Fourth Annual Hispanic Festival took place on
Saturday September 7 from 3
- 7 p.m. at Big Spring Park in
downtown Huntsville, presented by the Alabama Hispanic Association.
Around 500 people attended this year's event, entitled Unidos Celebramos -

Together We Celebrate.
Huntsville Mayor Loretta
Spencer was on hand to open
the festivities. WAAY 31 's
Jonathan Murray and WHNT

1<>'s Christie Del Amo were
on and t emcee the event.
ollowing
Mayor
Spencer's introduction, Birmingham attorney Moe Vela
took the stage and gave a
motivation speech on heritage, pride, and strength to
the Hispanic community of
Huntsville. Mr. Vela was also
formerly a member of Vice
PresidentAI Gore's Cabinet.
The Latin Rhythms band,
led by Luis Trevino, returned
again to the festival this year
to move the crowds with a
variety of Latin music. Matt
Casey and Intern "Biggie"

from WZYP made an appearance to hand out prizes to
the best meringue, salsa, and
cumbia dancers from the attendees. Alabama A&M
University's radio station
WJAB also broadcast live
from this year's festival.
Fashion shows took
place throughout the event.
Colorful traditional costumes
and wedding dresses from
Mexico, Spain, Columbia,
Panama, Santo Domingo,
Venezuela, and other Latin
American and South American countries were modeled.
Several talented dancers

participated in the event,
treating the audience to a
number of Latin dances.
Dwayne Cooper and
Michelle Johnson did three
numbers. Rick Jones and
Elizabeth Town danced the
Bolero. Rebecca Taylor finished the show with a vivacious Afro-Peruvian dance.
The festival was a familyoriented event. A clown
making balloon animals was
there to keep the kids entertained. Children's games
such as the breaking of
pifiatas and sack races were
also held.

The Alabama Hispanic
Foundation was created in
1999. They meet every other
Tuesday at the offices of
Century 21 Steele at 7169
Highway 72 West in Madison
(near Slaughter Road) and all
are invited to attend. Their
focus is to create more awareness of the Hispanic heritage
and culture. Many of their
efforts focus on outreach to
the Hispanic community of
north Alabama.
Along with a coalition of
Hispanic ~sociations from
around Alabama, the AHA is
hosting the first Hispanic

Youth Conference at the
Space and Rocket Center in
October. Astronauts, business people, and politicians
will appear at the conference
to talk to students. Activities and workshops are
planned.
For more information on
the AHA or the upcoming
youth conference, contact
Margret Rotger at 325-8464 or
AHA President Rosie Douglas at 882-2592.

College students work on building their hip-hop empires
By Clecia Thompson
The Record
(Bergen County, NJ.)
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Following in the footsteps of
such hip-hop moguls as
Russell Simmons and Sean
"P. Diddy" Combs, some area
tudents are getting a lesson
in business that a university
classroom can't provide.
"Why can't we get our
own money?" asks Tommy
Brown, one of many young
entrepreneurs whose goal is
to bui Id a hip-hop empire.
Brown, a student at Kean
University in Union, NJ., re-

called working for an urban
apparel shop in Newark in
which, he said, the owners
knew nothing about the culture behind the fashion it was
supplying.
"Everyone else is getting
our money," he thought-an
observation that drove him to
unearth his own entrepreneurial spirit.
Achieving progress has
been a full-time job for the
young man.
"I'm working on this
seven days a week," said
Brown.
His energy is directed into
a number of projects that he
is hoping wUI get t:\yp.steps

closer to success.
Together with friends
Benjamin Hobbs, Jeff Jacobs,
and Keith Small, all of
Maplewood and South Orange, N.J., Brown began
Goodfellaz Entertainment. a
group that sponsors parties
for
college
crowds.
Goodfellaz Entertainment,
Brown says, is more for exposure than profit. Hobbs
agrees.
"Basically, right now,
we're trying to build a following," he said.
The young men explained
that each member of the
group is developing his own
separate vt;nture. Hobbs, for

SWIMfrom page&:- - -----....,....,..,.-,---- ~ - - - - - - - nothing to Ben. Then she tiful. Of course, the evil se- has morals. Or, I should say
befriends his girlfriend. Then
the emails and the pages start.
When Ben tells her that
she was a mistake and that
he wants to stay with Amy,
Madison snaps. All of a sudden the world that he has
struggled to rebuild starts to
crumble again.
What is different and refreshing about this movie is
that there are several new
faces in the movie, and not
all of the characters are beau-

ductress is gorgeous, but
everyone else is just normal.
The clothes these teens wear
are average. The cars they
drive are average. The
houses they Jive in are average.
Even Ben's girlfriend is
just average. Yet, her personality is angelic. As he realizes how valuable he is to
him, he regrets what he has
done with Madison. It's refreshing to see that this guy

JAM from page 8
There wi II also be several
contemporary Christian arti ts perfonning at the Jam.
ames like The O.C.
Supertones, Terry McNeil,
average joe, and Out of the
Grey will be performing on
the First Baptist/Golden
Rule tage along with superta rs Jars of Clay and
Michael W. Smith.
Big Spring Jam is not only
for adults. There is a kid's
tage, sponsored
by
Knology, which will feature
various acts including a circus. There will be every type
of food imaginable from the
traditional funnel cakes and
hot dogs to more exotic cuisine like gyros and
quesadillas. Vendors from al]
over the Huntsville area will
be selling their own specialties including Philly cheese
steaks, fried green tomatoes,

egg rolls and gumbo.
Tickets for Big Spring Jam
will be $28 for a three day pass
purchased before September
27th and $30 after. Tickets can
also be purchased at the gate
for $15 dollars daily. Tickets
can be picked up at the VBC
office, at any Ticketma ter
outJet, by phone at l-800-1:771700,
or
at
www.ticketmaster.com. Children under 11 will be admitted free with a paying adult.
Coolers and outside food
is prohibited, as well are pets,
skateboards, bike , and recording equipment such as,
video cameras and tape recorders. So, bring a healthy
appetite, your lawn chairs or
blanket, and get ready for
some great music and activities. For more information, go
to the Big Spring Jam website
at www.bigspringjam.org.

regains them.
The scary part about this
movie is the lengths Madison will go to in seeking her
revenge and trying to get rid
ofAmy. Ben is quick to trace
all these weird events that he

instance, is working on a
project that he hopes will
become a fashion label.
For Brown, the dream is
to lead his venture, Kingpin
Records, to success. The
company signs and promotes
artists with hopes of eventually linking with a major
record label. Brown began
the company about a year
ago and has acquired a home
office and studio.
On top of all this, he is still
managing his life as a college
student. Brown is attending
Kean this fall to continue his
business management major.
Like Brown, Cliff"Presice"
Hunter, 22, of Passaic, NJ.,

has recently begun a career
in the hip-hop music industry.
High Risk Entertainment,
founded by Hunter and Philadelphia resident s Kian
"Lucky" Kincloe and Jamar
"Fear" Hewett, is an artist
development company that
seeks out and prepares hopefuls for careers in the music
industry.
The idea began to take
shape when Hunter and
Kincloe met as roommates at
Fairleigh Dickinson University in Teaneck. N .J ., and the
three rappers teamed up to
start the company.
A year and a half later,

High Risk Entertainment is
working to recruit artists and
gain the attention of record
companies.
"I'm developing my craft
right now in school working
on i4" said Hunter, a communications major focusing on
film editing and directing. He
is using his classes to
strengthen his skills as a video
director and has two music
videos under his belt-both
rap songs performed by
Hewlett.
In addition to making videos, Hunter and his colleagues are working with new
talent, developing and pro-

experiences back to Madiso1;1. Unfortunately for him,
not everyone else does the
same. One of the scary
scenes is when Madison
steals Ben's truck, then runs
over Amy while she is on her
motorcycle. Unfortunately

for Ben, no one questions
who the driver was.
Even when the police finally catch Madison, the
movie is not over. Keep
watching, because Madison
gets worse. She is determined
to win Ben over and get rid

ofAmy.
Overall, the movie was
pretty good. I really liked the
fact that this movie didn ' t
glamorize the lives of these
teens. I'll admit J enjoyed it,
even though it was a teen
thriller.
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Restaurant Review: Ruby Tuesday's

L

By Janet Wilks
R~staurant Critic

OPPORTUNITIES
Cal ndat of Events for th

I y

of Huntsville

Friday to Sunday September 13-15
Theatre Huntsville presents The Man Who came To
Din ner. September 13-14 at 7:30 p.m.; September
15 at 2 pm. VBC Playhouse, Downtown Huntsville.
For more information call 536-0807.
Saturday September 14

The Huntsville Symphony Orchestra presents Classical
Concert #: ! Dramatic Voices at 7:30 p.m. VBC
Concert Hall. Featuring guest conductor, Andrews Sill
and soloist, carlton McCreery, cello. Pre-show lecture
6:45 p.m. For tickets and more information call 5394818 or visit http://www.hso.org
Saturday September 14
Renaissance Theatre presents The Tara Players in
the Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre return of The
Wiz of Oz at 7 p. m. at Executive Lodge Conference
Center1600 John Wesley Way, Huntsville. catering
by the Wild Rose cafe. Reservations are required,
call 830-2668 to reserve your dinners and tickets.
information
visit
http://
For
more
www.renaissancetheatre.net
Sunday September 15
Burritt on the Mountain Museum presents The
Dulcimer Festival. Admission is charged to the park
at the Burritt Museum on Monte Sano Boulevard,
Huntsville. For more information and tickets call
536-2882.

I don't know about this
place. My friend, Jennifer and
I went last Friday to Ruby
Tuesdays in Madi on Square
Mall. We were both craving
certain foods, working at the
mall and had a limited amount
of time. We were set. Ruby
Tuesdays is right there and is
usually very tasty. This time
was no exception.
Once again before I get
started I will give you the
qualifications each restaurant
must meet to get forks. There
are five expectations: cleanliness, food, management,
drinks, and service, but only
four forks. I do have some leeway.
Let us begin with food as
usual. IrealJyenjoyTuesdays
potato salad, but I was craving shrimp so 1 asked the
server if I could possibly have
a small bowl of potato salad
and she said to help myself.
She didn' t charge me anything for it. If you want this
server, ask for Melanie.
Anyway, Jennifer ordered

Wednesday September 18
North Alabama Society of the Archaelogical Institue
of America: Hieroglyph Workshop. Union Grove
Gallery and Meeting Hall from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Now through October 3
Art Show: Leslie Keisel. University Center Art
Gallery.
Saturday September 14 & 21
Fantasy Playhouse Children's Theater is holding
auditions for A O11istmas carolat 1:30 p.m. at 3312
Long Avenue, Huntsville. Everyone is required to sing,
bring your music, accompanist will be provided.
Production dates are December 6-8 and 12-15. For
more information contact Fantasy at 539-6829 or visit
http://www.letthemagicbegin.org.
Sunday & Monday September 15-16
Theatre Huntsville is holding auditions for The Boys
Next Doorat 7 p.m. at the VBC Playhouse. Directed
by Jim Zielinski. Production dates are January 17-25
For more information call 536-0807 for a copy of the
script, character descriptions and more.
Saturday September 28
Bank Street Players of Decarur will hold auditions for
It's a Wonderful Ufe at 10 a.m. at Wesley United
Methodist Church on Wesbneade St. just off Danville
Rd. Directed by Sylvia Barham. Performances at the
Princess Theatre. Rehearsals will begin Oct 1.
Rehearsals are Tuesdays & Thursdays 6-9 p.m. and
Saturdays 9:30 - 12. For more information contact
Sylvia Barham at 353-1200.

www.uahexponent.com

tunately, we had a case of the
di appearing waitress. It was
strange because she was always there to fill our drinks
but it took forever for her to
get our food. We had to ask
her about it the last time she
filled our drinks and she said
she had forgotten. If that
isn't the biggest load of
@#$% I ever heard. We were
not there to socialize we were
hungry from our hard day at
work and we wanted food. I
don't understand.
I never saw a manager that
day, but that isn't unusual for
a chain restaurant. The
restrooms and floors and
forks and plates were clean
so I have no complaints
there.
I give Ruby Tuesdays at
Madison Square Mall three
forks. They didn't do anything too terrible.
As part of this review 1 am
adding a little sidebar about
tipping. Most people have
their own system about tipping, but some of my coworkers have upset me with their
comments about tipping. I am
a former waitress and I could

HIPfrom page 7

Tuesday September 17
North Alabama Society of the Archaelogical Institue
of America: "Mummies, Pyramids, and Magic:
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know~ Dr. Lanny Bell,
Brown University. Chan Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday September 18
North Alabama Society of the Archaelogical Institue
of America: Luncheon with Egyptian Archaeologist
Dr. Lanny Bell. Union Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

peppered teak, mediumwell, it had a Prume an auce
with mu hrooms and shoe
lace onion rings. She said that
it was the best steak she had
had in a long time.
I had Shrimp Alfredo with
garlic bread. It was awesome.
The shrimp had been cooked
just right and the noodles
were perfection, better than
I had ever had at the Olive
Garden or Macaroni Grill.
That isn't saying much, but
it was absolutely divine. I did
have some German potato
salad from the bar, but it was
around three in the afternoon
and it had been sitting there
a while. I was disappointed
and the potatoes were not
cooked all the way through.
There is nothing like a hard
potato to ruin German potato
salad.
Neither Jen nor I had anything to drink besides sweet
tea, because we are both responsible workers and we
like making money. The tea
was good though.
Even if we did enjoy each
other' s company, we did
have limited time. And unfor-

Times valid
9·13 through 9-19

ducing their own albums, and
vying with other amateurs for
industry atte ntion . Their
"ingles have hit that area '
airwave..
The biggest struggle the
company faces now is finding a di tributor.
"Basically, we've just got
to stay in our frame of mfad
a nd do what we've got to

Men In Black {PG 13)
2:007:00

do," he said. "Eventually
someone (will) bite."
Hunter said he and the
others fonned their own company for artistic freedom.
"You've got more control
over your mm,ic," he said.
"It's a lot easier when you are
making all this stuff yourself."
High Risk Entertainment

not handle it. It is a very hard
job in certain restaurants.
There are things people who
were never waitresses or waiters should know when mak.ing tips. Waiters and waitresses at most restaurants
only have an hourly rate of
$2. J5 an hour plus tips. This
amount covers taxes from the
tips that they have to claim.
One person I talked to recently said that when she
and her husband are on a
budget and have to limit the
money they can spend, they
go out to eat. They had been
to the Outback and spent $50
and tipped $4 dollars. This
upset me. They tipped less
than 10 percent. For someone
who budgets, they did a poor
job of it and the other thing
is people should budget so
they have enough money left
to leave a decent tip at any
fine dining establishment to
every hardworking, on their
feet all day, slaving over you,
waiter or waitress.

rrr
avoid s so me produc ti o n
co sts by work ing out of a
"tudio in Kin c loe's ba~emcnt.
.. We d on 't lo'>e a ny
money," said Hunte r, who
says re nting studio time is
costly.
" When we get a little disappointment, that is basically
a smack on the head letting
us know what we have to
do," he said
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Spiderman {PG 13)
4:00 9:00
XXX {PG 13) 1:20

4:00 7:00 9:45
Pluto Nash (PG 13)
7:009:00

Top Ten Movie•
Top Ten Hits
I. Signs
1. Nelly " Dilemma•
2. My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2. Eve "Gangsta Lovi n'"
3. XXX
3. Avril Lavigne "Complicated"
4. Spy Kids 2
◄ . Nelly ' Hot I n Here•

5. FearOotCom
6. Goldmember
7. Blue Crush
8 Serving Sara
9. The Good Grl

Like Mike (PG)
1:004:00

II
:I

IO. The R.oad to Perd tlon

a.

If,_

llave

co•m•nta
about any

section,

5. Em,nem "Cleanln Out My aoset'

It

6 . P. Diddy and Ginum,ne "I Need A Glrl • •
7. Mano • Just A Fnend 2002•

a■y

pl••••

emall hlllJr@
emall.uah.edu

8. Ashanti "Happy•
9. Creed
Last Breath·
10. Pink "Just Like A Pill"

·one

Signs (PG 13)
1:20 4:40 7:00
7:20 9:20 9:40

Fill in the Blanks:
The British film Director

---

* Ulo and Stitch {PG)

who recently married

1:154:15

Madonna, made Lock Stock

City by the Sea (R)

1:05 4:05 7:00 9:30

and Two Smoking Barrels,

K-19{PG 13)
1:00 4:05 7:00 9:40

a film which included in its
cast the former front man for

Austin Powers
{PG 13) 1:30 4:00
7:009:20

this '80's rock band

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will win movie
tickets. ONLY2 pairs of tickets will be given away each week. Tickets for any
trivia will be distributed on a first-come, first-serve basis from 10-11 a.m. on
Monday. No one who has won in the last month is eligible for any contest or
trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours
specified above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville carmike locations.

* Stealing Harvard
(PG 13) 1:10 3:10
5:10 7:10 9:10

* Denotes no passes
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Edit orial
LETll!RS

to the Editor
Ediror's Note: This letter
came as a response to Geof
Morris' colwnn "Blowing the
Lid Off the Greek System"
which appeared in the September 5 edition of The Ex-

ponent.
Ged',
I usually enjoy your column, but this time it fell short
of my expectations. I realize
that it is simply your opinion
of the issue, however, since I
am involved in both sides of
the issue, I wanted to offer
my opinion because I feel that
yours might have been uninfonne.d.
I can not speak for the frafemities in question and do
not intend to since that would
put me in the same position
you are currently in.
I agree that we all hold
ourselves to high standards,
and l hope that the school as
a whole does the same, that
is why l am upset. I don't
want anyone to feel let down
by us for our own selfish purposes.
The sorority recruitment
did overlap the Friday night
concerts, however, recruitment was planned long before the Frosh Mosh committee was even formed. Even if
it had not been, it wouldn't

have mattered. The sororities
do not set the recruitment
dates, it is set for us. Like I
said earlier though, I am on
both sides of the fence with
this. I worked on the Frosh
Mosh committee as well. We,
as the committee, honestly
tried to plan around recruitment since it was already set
in stone, but unfortunately
due to many circumstances,
were unable to do so.
As for considering the
tradition of the concert, I
would like to point out that
prior to this year, Frosh Mosh
has held two concerts- the
first of which on a Friday, the
second on a Wednesday.
Even if we could have considered this in our planning,
we could not have known
when to plan for.
In an effort to support the
concert though, the Greek
Counselors, took the potential new members to the concerts after our events were
over on Friday night. This
should account for roughly
50 of the people in attendance. If you couple this with
the ATO's you acknowledged present, this would
make the concert crowd
about 50 percent Greek. The
thing that bothers me though
is that there are how many unGailes, Craft was only
charged with public intoxication as he failed a breathalyzer
test. He was not charged with
resisting arrest.
Director of University
Housing, John Maxon and
University President, Frank
Franz were unavailable for
comment on the incident.

Affirmativ
ACTIO N
By Chris Gould

is 2 p.m. on Friday. The faponent re5ervc~ the right t~
edit all materiah \Ubrnitted for publication.

dergraduate students enrolled here? Now how many
of those are Greek? We try
to support everyone and everything, but at the same
time, we are still only about
3-5 percent of the campus. r
feel that instead of pointing
out the 3 percent of the population who are Greeks that
you feel did not adequately
support this concert, maybe
you could try to encourage
the other 97 percent to become more involved.
The problem with the
Greeks being the only ones
to support things is that if
they do not recruit new members each year, four years
and a degree later there would
be nobody left. The sororitie take 3 days out of the
entire year to actively recruit
for themselves, while leaving
the other 362 to UAH and the
community. Technically, one
of those days of recruitment
is philatl°lhropy day and they
do service projects for the
pediatric ER and children's
ward so only 2 days are spent
for themselves, and 363 for·
everyone else.
I hope my opinion has not
upset you nearly as much as
yours upset me, I just wanted
the oppoitunity to explain
our position. We never set

out to intentionally avoid
Frosh Mosh. (especially
since of the 5 people that
were there around the clock
with Steve Cross, 3 are Greek
women), we just had a connict in scheduling. We really
are not a "self-focused"
group, and I don't think you
meant to call us that, I think
we were just misunderstood.

Craft will not be able to
obtain the UAH police report
of the incident until he produces a written request. According to the Public Safety
Department, a subpoena
would be required in order to
obtain the entire detailed
document of the events that
occurred.

Chief Gailes requests that
all witnesses of the incident
come forward to make a statement at the UAH Department
of Public Safety so that a
complete evaluation of the
situation can be made. Contact 824-65% if you have information regarding this incident.

A Panhellenic Council
Member and Frosh Mosh

Committee Member

Goof,
Just wanted to say that l
read your article and liked
what you said about Greeks
needing to focus on bettering campus life for the university and you were right.
Thanks for giving ATO
some credit for acting more
like Greeks should. I know
that Sorority recruitment was
during Frosh Mosh, but the
DZ's did help a lot with planning for events and during
Frosh Mosh. Anyway, great
article maybe it will put some
pressure on the other Greeks
to act with the honor that
they are supposed to represent.
Take it easy,
LukeGreen

www.uahexponent.com
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Deadline for ha,ing letter, of 300 -...onh or le,, turned in

POI.ICEfrompage1 - - - According to Purdy, while
Craft was in the back seat of
the police car, "Sgt. Rush
claimed that he was trying to
calm everyone down and that
Craft was 'being violent.'"
All eyewitnesses interviewed said that it did not
appear that Craft was resisting arrest. According to Chief

EQUA!;..

Guest Editorial
Which is it? These two catch phrases of today's society appear on each and every piece of paperwork UAH
produce for the public to see; yet they stand in obvious
contention as to UAH's actual policy.
Taken as written, it seems like UAH's policy, presumably on admittance, is both open and equal for all, yet
provides special dispensation for certain races or
ethnicities. Obviously, therein lies a dilemma. Therefore,
my question to the administration is, "Which is it?" l honestly could care less about which policy UAH actually
follows, but I am a strong believer that we should be clear
on
policy. Now, admittedly, these two catch phrases
are as a general rule applied to two different topics, employment and admissions, respectively, but in this particular instance, their application is not stated explicitly.
If UAH's policies are Equal Opportunity in employment
and Affirmative Action in admittance, why are they not
explicitly stated as such? It seems to me that the way these
phrases are stated is intended to hide either the fact that
chances of admission are not the ame for all prospective
students, or that the chances of employment are the same
for all people. Regardles of the reasoning behind the statements, I feel they need to be clarified.
• More importantly, r feel seeing those two phrases.juxtaposed as they are, speaks to a bigger issue: the double
standards in American society. In today's society, as a
university or college, it is proper to be affirmative action;
meaning preference in admission is given to a certain group
of students.
Yet, as an employer, such discrimination among prospective employees is not only frowned upon. but also
illegal. As if that by itself.were not bad enough, if someone
is so bold as to suggest doing away with Affirmative Action, they are branded racist, or if they suggested leaning
hiring practices to benefit certain group, they are immediately marked as either racist, sexist, or discriminatory in
some way, based on their proposed changes.
So why do we support and allow such a system where
certain groups have more access to education, yet no more
access to jobs? I contend the label of"Equal Opportunity"
is a misnomer. If we as a society are providing better education opportunities to certain groups, we are then in effect providing them better employment opportunities as
well. Now, anyone reading this, please do not assume I am
proposing doing away with Affirmative Action admission
or Equal Opportunity employment, I am simply saying that
we as Americans should realize that we live in a deluded
view of the world, where our collective conscience is calmed
by believing we are both making up for past wrongs and
yet offering equal employment opportunities to everyone,
and that those two can somehow be mutually exclusive.
Obviously, education and employment are very closely
tied, and we as a society should at the very minimum, admit the truth about the future we are providing our children, and the opportunities we are both providing and
denying.
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I hope everyone is making it through their ex.ams
this week. SGA as a whole took the previous week off
due to the holiday, but preparations are in full swing for
the upcoming election .
There are 20 positions up for grabs this month in the
Senate: four positions for each class rank from freshman to graduate student. Applications are available in
the SGA office as well as at the UC info desk. I encourage anyone who is interested in making a difference on
this campus to run for a po-.ition o that you can voice
your opinion and be part of representing the 7,500+
students on this campus. SGA sen.cs as the voice for
all students to the faculty, administration, outside community, as well as the state government, o take election. seriously as they can affect you in many ways.
There will likely be other important is ues included
on the ballot this seme ter, so I urge you to come out
and vote. Your opinion docs count, and can bring about
major policy changes throughout the University.
Several other SGA projects are in the works right
now, including planning for homecoming and several
other events for the year, as well as closer looks at campus security and other issues that have been brought
to our attention. We are also working on our budget for
this next fo,cal year, as well a~ some major revisions to
the Club Finance Handbook. If you have any suggestions for these projects or if you have other ideas for us,
you are all invited to attend our weekly meetings, which
take place on Monday nights at 8:45 in UC 131.
Best of luck to all of you for the rest of the ·emester,
and I look forward to an exciting set of elections in the
near future.

We Want
Your Letters!
The Exponent welcomes letters to the Editor concerning any topic. Letters should be typed or submitted on
disk and no longer than 300 words. The Exponent docs
not require student numbers, phone numbers, or addres
to accompany letters to the Editor. Please include your full
name with any submissions. Name and title only, if applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld
upon request. The Exponent reserve the right to edit aJI
materials submitted for publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed
to hilljr@email.uah.edu no later than 2 p.m. on Friday in
order to appear in that Thursday's issue. Letters may also
be sent to The Exponent office by mail at The Exponent,

University of Alabama in Huntsville, 104 University Center, Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax at 256-824-6096.
Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of
the authors and not necessarily that of The Exponent, it
staff or management.
All materials contained herein, except adverti ing or
where indicated otherwise, is Copyright ©2002 by The
Exponent and protected under the Work Made for Hire
and Periodical Publication categories of the U.S. Copyright Law . Materials he rein may not be reprinted without
the expres ed written permi sion of The Exponent (i.e., all
article , letters, and photographs submitted to The Exponent become property of The Exponent upon receipt).
The Exponent is the student produced newspaper of
the University of Alabama in Huntsville, published each
Thursday throughout the school year except during holidays, breaks, and finals.

By Geof F. Morris
Opinwn Writer
morrug@emaiLuah.edu

Well, hopefully you didn't
spend yesterday in front of
the television, oaking in the
mindles drivel that the network folks pushed our way.
I'm writing this before 9/11/
02, but I can already tell that
the media coverage is going
to be a big pile ofbullzonga.
Speaking of bullzonga, I
amazingly haven't had any
thrown at me for last week\
column as of deadline. (The
rumor that I've been watching the tires on my truck i
viciow,. nasty, and untrue.) I
do appreciate Ms. Herrin 's
letter, but I would like to note
a few things:
I . I won't dispute that the
dates for Sorority Recruit-

Same Song,
Second Verse

ment were set in advance of Mofro/Stir concert-front
the concert. I will argue two and center!- 1 would have
noticed if 50+ freshman girls
things about those dates,
though: either that the soror- had walked into the room. I
have heard from reliable
ity members involved in the
sources that ome of the laplanning-and there was
dies did indeed show, but if
ample representation from
both Delta Zeta and Kappa all of them came, I really need
to have my eyes examined.
Delta-should have asked
that the concert be moved (Last I checked, I still had 20/
15 vision, so .. . quod era,
back to Saturday night. or
they should have prevailed demonstrandum.)
upon the power,-that-be to
3. Ms. Herrin'sestinwcof
the presence of Alpha Tau
move Sorority Recruitment
back a week.
Omega brothers at the con2. While Ms. Herrin states
cert was overstated. There
that she brought over the
were probably only 25 guys
potential recruit'>, let me ,ay the re that night. I didn ' t
this: as a terminally single · count, but a couple of the
heterosexual male that was
brothers did, and I've talked
working sec urity for the
with them since that time.

4. As for shaming the
other 97 percent of the student body ... give me time,'
and l' II jump down their
throats, too. But Greeks can
and should be leaden, on this
campus. When you raise
yourself up on a pedestalas you do by being Greek,
and as I do by ninging a few
hundred words into Jennifer
Hill's INBOX every Fridayyou should expect to get shot
at every now and then.
Can I say that I find the
timing of Sorority Recruitment to be monumentaJly stupid? 1know that I said it last
week, but I'm going to say it
again. Other than the stuff
see MORRIS page 11

Perpendicular Perspectives: Airline Searches
Edi10r·1 ,\ 'me. Antlrom Hn/Jen und Cie11/ \forri, -..·ill -..rite~ pointkounterp,mll urticle for /he Etp11nrnt durmg /ht' 2002-0.1 Khoo[ \"ear.
H11/J1·n 11 a 1,•n111r meclrankal en~manng ma111r /mm lenne11ee, wrd ~1orr11 I\ u 2002 aemfpact' en.11111uri1111 11rnduate um/ a ma.;tt•r\
amdidate i11 puhlic a(Jairi from A/11/wma.

By Geof F. Morris
Opinion Writer

monisg@emaiLuah.edu
ln an effort to be timely,
and with the first anniversary
of September 11 upon us, it
seems prudent to consider air
travel and attendant security
in this country.
After last fall's tragic
events, airline security was
understandably buttre sed
with military patrols and
added technology. The technology is worth it; having the
military guard airports seems
a bit much. The Transportation Safety Administration
has been charged with beefing up America's earche of
it airline passengers, and
rightly so. Now that the fear
has subsided, the waits are
starting to get old with many
frequent flyers, who tire of
repeated searches.
Some will say, "I don't fit
the tereotype of a hijacker."
Mo t follcs that say that are
probably right. I, as a white
Anglo-Saxon Prote tant male
engineer fro m the South,
don ' t really lit that de cription, either. But is that really
the point? Let me quote Section I of Amendment XIV to
the U.S. Constitution:
" No state shall make or
enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

By Anthony Holden

Part
United States; nor shall any
state deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due proce s of law; nor
deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection o f the law ."
It is altogether correct and
proper for state and/or national government to make
Jaws concerning who may
and may not board an airplane and what those individuals may or may not take
on board. However, it is quite
inexcusable to single out any
one demographic group-whether it be people of
Middle Eastern descent, homosexuals, or Southern Baptists-simply bequse they
fall into a group that people
consider to be "bad" or
"likely to do crazy things".
To do so doe not follow due
process of law, and it denies
people equal protection.
Some will argue that singling out likely su pects by
some sort of profiling will
·p eed up the process. l s
speed a concern when lives
are on the line? You may not
have the time to do it right
the first time, but you will always have the time to do it
over.
... PART lpap 11

Opinion Writer

holdena@emailuab.edu
This week marks the oneyear anniversary of the heroic efforts of the ew York
City police and firefighters.
As always, when faced with
adversity, American best
comes shining through. As
we look back, we can't help
but ask the questions,
"Could the events leading up
to their heroics have been
preventedr' and more importantly, "What can be done to
prevent future attacks?"
The first question will
certainly fLIJ many books with
the final verdict pinning
much of the blame on the
Clinton administration. However, arguing over things that
have already happened will
not prevent the needless
loss of American lives. To
prevent future hijackings, we
must provide the tools necessary to insure safety in the
nation's skies.
The current tools arc a
sick joke. Anyone that has
flown will recall the asinine
question , "Did you pack
your own bag?" and " Has
your luggage been out of
your care?" These questions
are sure to stop a hijacker
cold in their tracks (please
note the sarcasm). Retina
scanners, more metal detec-

tors, a nd more x-ray machines would all make
sc reene rs more effective.
These are wonderful ideas,
but they are expensive and
not readily available. One
option that is available and
very cost effective is profiling.
The current system uses
a blind computer system that
selects passengers at random
for security checks. This is
done in the interest of "fairness". What ends up happening is that little old ladies
and children that arc obviously not terrorists end up
being searched. Why do we
insist on using valuable manpower to physically search
obvious non-threats?
As the number of
screeners
is
limited,
shouldn' t screeners be better utilized? Should not the
creener have some c riteria
and discretion for spotting
omeone that has a higher
possibility for being a terrorist? In the PC age, I hate to
be the one to point this out,
but hijackers fit a very specific profile- and it's not little
old granny with a cane. Hijackers by and large have
been males of Arabic descent
... PART2 papll
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hll the sororities ,how the po
:enual recruits in their Ru,h
Room . those girb have nothing
10 go on in judging v.hether or
001 they wish to joi~ a certain
..orority. (Before you Jump down
my throat for being uninformed,
)'\·e actually been in those rooms
helping a former sorority get
their presentation materials togemer. Been there, done that, but
sarangely, no T-shirt.) Even more,
I would argue that plenty of girls
auiht consider pledging if only

the) had a little more time to figure out what GreeJ.. life wa, all
about at Ui\H before they had to
mal:e the oice to Ru~h
nthOn) llolden and I discu sed this th~ other night ... both
of us might have con iderc<I rushing at UAH if we'd been around
longer before the whole thing
started. Shoot, I lived with a Pike
my freshman year, and while I got
along great with him, I wasn't
ready lo pledge right then.
Frankly, I wasn't ready to do much

of anything at that time. other
than ma}bc go 10 m} cla.',.e,. Face
n-4Jy the fir.,t day of '-Cheol. I.id,
are till tryin!l t0 figure out where
the he~J.. the Univer,ny Center
is. much Jes being O\er there 10
be involved in Rush.
I can hear the Greek saying.
"Nothing wrong with rushing the
next semester or the next year,"
but then, yeah. there is. People
are expected to rush fall of their
freshman year. If a strong Greek
system is to be built on this cam-

pu, and. franJ..l}. the indi~idu.il
organi,ation, are \trong. but the
bond, tying them together
wouldn't exacrly challenge
Houdini- more time mu,t be
given for student to decide if they
wanted to be pan of it.
Oh well, enough on the Greeks
for this week. As alway , refer
comments and · questions to
morrisg@uah.edu
and
hilljr@uah.edu. Be happy to converse with all five of my readers.

I've flown since September 11.
It was significantly different than

critical. The majority is becoming upset with the need for random searches of all passengers,
and I'm sure that the hue and cry
will soon begin that Joe Six-Pack,
who bleeds red, white, and blue
save for the Budweiser in bis
bloodstream. is just about as likely
to hijack a plane as Nanook, my
roommate's puppy, would be. All
well and good, but remember th.is:

no o ne expected angsty white
latchkey kids to start shooting up
schools. No one expected freaky
old white guys to start kidnapping
children all over the country this
summer. No one expects the Spanish Inquisition ... wait, sorry, I
slipped up there.
In short, we must either infringe everyone's rights equally,
or we shall not infringe them at

all. If the latter, the only people
who should not be allowed to fly
are those convicted of hijacking
aircraft . . . something that we can
surely all get behind. Until then,
think about it when your rights
are being infringed upon, and ask
yourself-is this due process? Is
this equal protection? If it is, and
it is necessary, live with it If it is.
and it is unnecessary, raise hell.

PMlf 1 fNnl ..... 10- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

wben ['d flown before, but you

tnow, it wasn' t that bad. I flew

he
tu-

11e,

tbrollgh a fairly busy airport [BalInterna1imore-Washing1on
liooal), and while ii was crowded,
and the Jines were a bit longer than
usual, it wasn't that big of a hassle.
In this country, we're underltllldably yet frustratingly bypo-
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see the logic in not being able to

fer

weed out those that have a
miniscule probability of being a
terrorist.
I am not advocating doing
away with random searches. That
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BIC MALES ARE TERROR-

ISTS! Correlation is not causation.
What I am saying is that I fail to

ing that we should tum screeners
loose to freely disc riminate.
What I am advocating is responsible officials establish a profiling
system to further scrutinize
people with a higher statistical
probability of being terrorists and
removing those that have a low
probability
from
random

~N-·-·
Abolition
By Chris Brown

It is truly alarming how many Americans still support the
death penalty, and still more alarming how many of these people
do so in blind ignorance of the facts surrounding capital punishment.
While all of our Western counterparts have abandoned the
practice and the United Nations specifically lists abolition in
their human rights goals, we are increasing executions. Our regular
violation of International Law in the executions of minors and
those who were minors when they committed crime puts us in
poor company indeed. Yet we sti ll cling to a failing system of
'justice.'
Death penalty proponents, such as Alabama Attorney General Bill Pryor, try to tell us that capital punishment deters crimes.
The murder rate in Texas demonstrates otherwise, but there is
~till a fundamental problem with this reasoning. I have heard of
nobody who while in the midst of a crime of passion thought to
them elves, "Oh I'd better not do this, because if I get caught,
tried, and convicted they may sentence me to death." A premeditative murderer is just as unlikely to be swayed, due to
arrogance rather than passion.
Statistics across the country have shown that capital punishment has no deterrent effect, particularly so in New York, where
the murder rate nearly doubled in the year after reinstatement of
the death penalty. In a survey conducted by the National Death
Penalty lnfonnation Center, Police Chiefs listed increased use of
the death penalty last as a way of reducing violent crime, placing
it behind curbing drug abuse, more police officers on the treets.
lowering the technical barriers to prosecution, longer sentences.
and a better economy with more jobs. Even well known conservative Bill O'Reilly broke from party lines in saying that "I am
again t capital punishment because I believe it deters nothing."
The favored Republican re~ponse to this b,ue is that it costs
too much to imprison people for life. While I would not put a
pnce on human lite, one due, not have to look far to see that this
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For two much better discussions:
go
to
http://
www.atlantic.com/poitics/nj/
taylor2001 -09-25.htm and http:/
/www.sptimes.com/2002/02/28/
Worldandnation/
Experts_contend_racia.shtml for
more info.

argument has not even a grain of truth. In fact it costs around a half
million dollars to keep someone imprisoned for life, while the
average capital case costs several million dollars. Most agree that
these millions of dollars would be much more effective in fighting
crime if they were used for things like more police officers and
better equipment.
The most notable reason for abolition is the possibility of
executing the innocent. George Ryan, then governor of Illinois,
issued a moratorium on the death penalty in that state after thirteen men were found innocent on death row in the same span of
time that twel~e men were executed. Maryland has recently issued a similar moratorium in light of concerns about their system.
More than 100 men have now been exonerated due to newly
available DNA testing. Men still imprisoned can be proven innocent and released to live the remainder of their lives - the dead
have no recourse.
Here in the Bible belt, many are quick to respond saying 'An
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.· E\en if Christians did
believe themselve to be under the Old Testament law, one find:.
that this phrase in the book of Exodus refen, pccifically to a man
injuring an unborn child, and in the book of Daniel places a limit
on retribution rather than acting as a command. ln fact our system
would not come close to satisfying Old Testament law, both because Moses ruled a Theocratic nation and because his law had
much tighter restraints on evidence that could be u ed to judge a
man guilty. Modern psychology has in fact found true what Christians have always preached- that forgiveness doe a victim much
more good than vengeance.
While there are many more facets to the argument for abolition
that carry just as much weight, these are the points that are most
often brought to light. 1 rarely agree with fonner U.S. Attorney
General Janet Reno, but he hit the nail on the head when she ~aid
"I think that the only purpose for the death penalty, as I see it, is
vengeance- pure and simple vengeance. But I think vengeance is
a very personal feeling and I don't think it is something that
civilized government should engage in."
Even if you don't think this issue affects you. we mu,t all
realize that as long as there is inju\lice in ~oc1cty we all suffer. We
can all make a difference, and we can take a real \land this November by voting for Alabama candidates who oppose the death pen•
atty.

I do not feel students should participate in SGA. As
a matter of fact, I propose cutting down the number of
seats, simply to ease the burden placed upon the stu-

dent body as a whole by needing SGA members. There
are some days I question even having a Student Government Association. The only real function they serve
is to dictate how a large part of the student activity fees
are used, and since my own money only makes up a
small portion of that money, what do I care right?
I want every student on campus to feel that way

about SGA. Every single one. That way, there is no
accountability for those of us in SGA. If we choose to
blow $25,000 on a trip for ourselves, no one will care.
$50,000 to fly us all first class to Kearney, Nebraska and
stay in a 4-star hotel won't cause anyone to loose any
sleep, especially those of us on the trip, because we will
know at that point, the six of us that would be left, that
the students truly don' t care.
I won' t say the SGA is that bad yet, but as little
interest as the student body as a whole has taken in our
affairs; many of us are beginning to question whether
anybody would care if we spent the money on ourselves. I will be the first to say that despite the general
feeling of apathy on this campus, we who have burdened ourselves with the title of Senator or Representative are trying to do what we feel is best for the student-,
as a whole, but without student input, we are at best,
alas, simply guessing.
I have heard students comment that the SGA does
nothing for the student body. That is an amusing thing
to hear, especially going into my second year as a representative. 1 agree fully, the SGA does nothing on campus. At least nothing for which it gets recognition. It is
a lways little things; things like Frosh Mosh, Midnight
Madness, Homecoming, and other su ch trivial events
like those.
I realize by this point many people are already writing thi s off as another SGA Propaganda article, and
many are about to stop reading here, so le t me shift
gears a I ittlc. Let me tell you why I joined SGA, and why
you should think about it too. SGA has an annual operating budget of nearly $100,000.00. That's right, almost
one hundred thousand dollars. And every year for as
long as anyone can remember, the SGA has been in the
red by the end of the fiscal year.
So, when I learned all this, I began to question where
such a large sum of money came from, and where it
could possibly have gone. To answer the first question,
the money comes from the student . That's right, that
entire sum comes from you and I, whether we like it or
not, every semester when we register for classe .
When I learned that I knew I had to join, because I
work far too hard for my money to let someone else
dictate how it is spent. If I have no say in whether or not
the SGA gets it, I sure as hell am going to have a say in
where it goes. And that is why I joined SGA. But that
leave the other question. where does it all go? There
are two possible answers to that question ... if no students take an intere ·t, it goes wherever my close friends
and I feel like sending it... but if you Join, you can try
and stop us!

CampuscJubWire
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One day perhaps tbe technology will exist that will negate the
need for searches, but that day is
far into the future. The only other
truly fair alternative is to frisk
everyone. and this is simply not
practical. The best alternative for
preventing another 9-11 is to use
profiling in conjunction with ran-

By Chris Gould

Editor's Note: a;~, ~xpontnl re.\en•es the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space reqwrements, pleave limit announcements 10 approximately 75 words. All
submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill al exponent@emaU.uah.edu 110 later them 2 p.m.
on Frida . No submissions le t in the dro -box will be rimed. Announcements are re erred 011 disk A1111011nceme111s with ra 1hics will not be acce red.
The I EEE-UAH Student Branch will be ponsoring a tour of ADTRAN on Friday, September 27 at I p.m. The tour will include tours of both towers which contain engineering design lab ,
Production areaJ,, and test labs. (Hopefully we'll get to ee the "Lightening Room" where they simulate zapping their equipment with lightening). Vi it the IEEE-UAH web page for info
and updates. lEEE-UAH is also recruiting for next year's Region 3 Hardware Competition team. For information on the project, visit http://ieee.uah.edu. We really need FRESHMEN and
SOPHOMORES. If you don't know anything about electronic , no big deal....we'II teach you! (and it will be more fun learning it here than in clru.s).

The Office of Multicultura1 Affairs will host a videoconference on diversity strategies on Wednesday. September 25, at the University Center, room 126 from 12- 2 p.m. The teleca t,
conducted by the Washington Regional Task Force Against Prejudice, features several expert speakers. Topics will include: Life after the Michigan case: for better or worse? Can diversity
effons survive the current budget cri is? lime-tested diversity strategies that work and issues from the audience and viewers will also be addres ed. To join this nationally distributed
SOiution-oriented strategy session, please register via email at williadh@uah.edu, or caJI 824-6822 before September 20.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity would like to thank everyone that came out to their second annual hrimp fe t. Also they would like to invite everyone to their Toga Party which will take place
on Friday the 13th at Kalea Park. Please contact a brother for an invitation and details or email Steve Cross at srvozzyfan@yahoo.com.

The Spanish C lub La Tertulfa invite one and all to enjoy live Mariachi while dining at Casa Mexicana on Tuesday, September 17, at 7 p.m .. You don't have to i,peak Spanish - you
should just be prep'.u-ed to enjoy 'excellent music and food and find out a little about Mexican Independence Day. Casa Mexicana is at 2713 Patton Rd. For more info, call 325-7258.

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ., ..
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Charger Radio
''Design the Logo" Finals
Here's your chance to decide the new logo for Charger Radio, the new
student radio station coming August 2002.

For a better view, vote online at
http://webgages.uah.edu/~andersms or
indicate your choice on this sheet and
tum it in to the UC Information Desk or
Morton Hall Room 329 by 2/14/02 with
the following Information:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Charger Radio: Huntsville's Last
Alternative
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Want to place a classified?
Come by The Exponent in UC
104, call 824-6090, or email
expon ent@emai I. ua h .ed u.
Students and faculty are
FREE !!!

Classifieds
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HELP
WANTED

FOR
SALE

Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
(st ud ent
or
faculty)
needed to . ail c;ome Saturday and/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a message
or wnte ontogeny I @
earthlink.net.

95 Saturn SLl-108k miles,
automatic, great condition!
$2500. Call 337-I919 and leave
message.

Preschool Of The Arts seeks
highly motivated, energetic,
positive teacher for our 2's
and 3's. Must have an understanding of the importance of
developing self-esteem, confidence and independence in
the children. Contact Lori
Lawlcs for more information
at 536-940'2.

SPRING BREAK 200
Travel With STS Americas
# I Student Tour Opemtor
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco.
Bahamas, or Florida
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel
Freelnformation/
I
Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

L

, - Frat ernities I
Sororit ies
I
Cl ubs
I Student Groups

1993 BMW 325 is red.leather,
sunroof.Excellent Condition
$9500. Call 5335794
1989 Camaro RS Y6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmission. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 931937-0>42
1985 Honda Accord white
with black hood, sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.
2000 Honda Civic SI, Black,
mileage, sunroof, new tires.
Good condition. $14,200. Call
Keith at (256) 289-5340 or

(256) 859-0545.
95 Ford Escort (LX Hatchback 4D) -95k m., automatic,
ac, like new tires, excellent
condition! $3500. Call 6827083 or723-35 14.

FOR

7

IEarn $ 1,000-$2,000 this sel mester with a proven
CampusFundn1iser 3 hour
lfundrai!>ing event. Our
I Programs make fund-rais--

1ing easy with no risks.

I Fundrasingdates are filling
Iquickly, so get with the proI gram! It work . Contact
ICampusFundraiser at
I(888)923-3238, or visit
Lwww.campusfundraiser.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...J
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RENT
Room for rent. Close enough
to walk to class. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call

683.8526.

Visit
Tbs Exponent
onllne at

www.
uah
exponent
.com

:

For answers to the weekly cr ossword puzzle, go online at
www.uahexponent.com.
Click on "Xword Answers" on the Navigation Bar.

•
•
•
•
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Mockingbird

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

Across
l Dalai _ _
5 Comedy
10 Eagle's foot
14 Zealous
15 Ancient Greek market
place
16 Nevada city
17 Hawk
18 Abnormal tissue mass
19 In the know
20 Crescent
21 Colorless buclcet:3 wds
23 Pennsylvania •s lake
25 Pares
26 Workshop
29 Theatrical scenery
30 Towel word
33 Dry
34 Perish
36 Disavow
38 " Forever _ _••
40 Spoiled
42 Bad news from Al Roker
43 Be present
45 Campaigned
47 Manitoba native American
48 Negatives
49 Little swallow
S 1 Mortgagors
53Foce<:asters
55 Homeless child
56 Mailed a penny:3 wds
60 Prosciuto, e.g.
63 Lion's den
64 Alert
65 Comfort
66 Inflammatory disease
67 AboonnaJ breathing sounds
6a Cheese
69 Melt
70 Precedes up days or
down days
71 Honker

2 Affirm as true
Grind candy:2 wds

~

4 Tote up
5 Dull-witted person:slang
6 Malaria symptom

46 Freshness
50 Tune before WWII
52 Rip.ken's tool
53 Scatter
54 Dieter's contraption
S6 Stave
57 All without exception
5 8 Actress Foch
59 Barely acts by
61 China holder
62 Humble
65 Decline g radually

7 Frolics
8 Frog songs
9 In the first place
10 Shoemaker's tools
11 River or Horne
12 Opposite prefix
13 Shearer •s target
21 Preccde's ear or can
22 Register formally
24 G eological formation
26 Lucifer
27 Muse of love poetry
Repelill<>n doe:, ,wt
28 Tease
transform a lie into a
30 Down ofrabbit:3 wds
t ruJh.
31 Comes before circle
32 Eye infections
• • • FrankJln Roosevelt
35 Auditory appendage
3 7 Arizona sights
39 At the beginning
Down
41 Old man
l Magma
44 Traditionalist
By GFR Associate,• PO Box 461 Schenectady. NY 12309 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzlel.com

by phil flicklnger (www.l-e-x.com)
•• • ~ OU
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Check out next
week Issue f or
free t icket s to
Big Spring Ja m
If you llke this cartoon please emall Th• Exponent at h111Jr@emall.uah.edu

